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INTRODUCTION
The modeling and control of biotechnological processes
is an actual and challenging problem due to their
complicated structure. It is well known that these
processes are dealing with living organisms that evolve
over a long time or at the smallest change in their
environment can become highly sensitive. Therefore the
bioprocesses are characterized by highly nonlinear and
uncertain dynamics, and their mathematical model is
complex (G. Bastin and D. Dochain 1990; O. Bernard et
al. 2011; F. Mairet et al. 2011). One of these processes
whose importance resides in strict environmental rules is
the wastewater treatment process; these rules are imposed
in order to limit the quantity of toxic matter released in
industrial and urban effluents. Nevertheless, its main
drawback is the production of carbon dioxide (CO2) and
its easy destabilization to input variations. For CO2
mitigation, a solution consist in the growth of some
microalgae populations that by using light as source of
energy are able to assimilate inorganic forms of carbon
and to convert them into requisite organic substances for
cellular functions, generating at the same time oxygen
(O2). In what concerns the control of these processes,
during the last years, numerous control strategies were
developed: linearizing feedback (I. Neria-González et al
2009), adaptive and robust-adaptive (D. Selisteanu et al.
2007), predictive control (S. Tebbani et al. 2014), so on.
Moreover, the widespread use of the embedded systems,
based on microcontrollers, offered the hardware support
for testing and implementing such complex control
algorithms.
The paper presents a solution for implementing a model
predictive control (MPC) for a continuous photobioreactor used for the growth of some microalgae that
have the ability to use CO2 as carbon source and,
together with the solar energy, to biosynthesize various

components, generating O2. A widely used software
platform for modeling, simulating and then, getting the
real-time code is MATLAB/Simulink environment with
the Real-Time Workshop plug-in (a.k.a Automatic Code
Generation) (MathWorks 2016). However, the use of this
proprietary software, may be limiting due to their costs,
the number of the necessary equivalent embedded
functions – microcontroller level translate code, and, also
by the classes of microcontrollers that are supported by
this application.
The model-based predictive control has been adopted in
industry as an effective control strategy due to its
capabilities to generate an optimal control input, and also
to tackle the constraints on states, outputs and inputs. The
control strategies are based on solving on-line (or offline), at each sampling instant, a mathematical
optimization problem based on a dynamical model of the
plant (M. Morari and J.H. Lee, 1999). Over the years,
different predictive control strategies were proposed (E.
F. Camacho and C. Bordons 2004), (Q. Mayne and. E. C.
Kerrigan 2007), or for hybrid systems (M. Lazar 2006),
directly related to the wider area of application were
used. The complexity of the algorithm resides in a
mathematical optimization problem for which the
feasibility may be ensured at each sampling time. Large
number of variables may be involved leading to
considerable computation effort and larger times for the
optimal solution. This disadvantage, in real time
applications, can be overcome by efficient algorithms
that provide the essential computational routines
required. The implementation of the MPC strategy,
consider that the optimization problem is solved by
means of a Hildreth’s procedure. The obtained C code is
tested under the same considered hypothesis on real timeplatforms.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We consider the following photoautotrophic process
which describes the growth of the green alga C.
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reinhardtii in a photobioreactor under light limiting
conditions (F. Stinga and. E. Petre 2016):
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The MPC strategy requires solving the following
constraint optimization problem, and applying the
optimal control action based on the receding horizon
strategy (L. Wang 2009):
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where X is the biomass concentration, CTIC is total
inorganic carbon concentration, and CO2 is the dissolved
CO2
O2
oxygen concentration, yout
and yout
are the molar
fractions of CO2 and O2 in the outlet gas, D is the
dilution rate, CTIC ,i is the concentrations of TIC in the

where, the model of the system is expressed in the
difference of the state and control variables in order to
obtain an integral action in predictive formulation, and:
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gas and liquid volume of the photobioreactor, P is the
total pressure in the gas phase, Ta is the temperature,
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respectively, and Gout are the total output flow rate.
Also, the expressions of the global volumetric rate (  x ),
the local value of the irradiance ( I  z  ), TIC
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feed, R is the universal gas constant, Vg and Vl are the

GinCO2 and GinO2 are the CO2 and O2 feeding flow rates,
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N c is the control horizon, R* is column vector with
p  N p elements of set points, N p is the prediction

consumption rate (  TIC ), the oxygen production rate
(  O2 ), the CO2 and O2 mass transfer rates to the liquid

horizon, Q is positive definite error weight matrix, H is

phase ( N CO2 and N O2 ), the total output flow rate, the

a  m  N c    m  N c  diagonal weight matrix used as

feeding flow rate of the oxygen, are expressed as in
(G.A. Ifrim et al. 2013; S. Tebbani et al. 2015; F. Stinga
and. E. Petre 2016).
According with the defined outputs and inputs of the
system, the control objective is to maintain biomass
concentration in the photobioreactor at certain setpoints
and to minimize the quantity of CO2 in the output flux,

tuning parameter for closed loop performance, m is the
number of inputs, p is the number of outputs, n is the
number of states, o pn is a zero matrix, I p p is the
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state-space representation of the initial
discrete-time model of the system was
means of Euler approximation), and
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variables of the discrete-time model of the system,
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is a  m  N c    m  N c  lower triangular identity

matrix, 2 is a column matrix with N c identity matrix
I mm , U min , U max , Ymin and

Ymax are column

vectors with  m  N c  elements of umin , umax , ymin
and, respectively ymax .
Remark 1: For the considered control strategy we use a
linearizing model of the initial system (1), defined around
certain equilibrium points (see F. Stinga and. E. Petre
2016).

The constrained programming problem (2) can be solved
by using the different methods, such as: the projection
method, the primal-dual method, the penalty functions,
and so on.
In our implementation, we consider a primal-dual
method, based on an element-by-element search which
minimizes the objective function, expressed by the
Hildtreth algorithm. At each complete Hildreth iteration,
the minimization of the objective function (2), was
obtained by adaptation of a single component i of the
Lagrange multiplier vector  , so that (D.G. Luenberger
1969):
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The optimal solution is expressed by the following
relation, taking into account that the i  0 , the optimal
command sequence applied to the controlled system is
given by:
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A microcontroller implementation procedure of the
above programming algorithm is described in the next
section.
PREDICTIVE ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
We started the effort of getting the C based
implementation of the above predictive control
algorithms taking into account two possible strategies.
The first strategy starts with the mathematical model of
the system in MATLAB/Simulink and then the predictive

control algorithm can be generated by means of:
MATLAB functions, embedded MATLAB functions,
and Simulink library blocks. In what concerns the actual
implementation of the predictive control algorithms, one
can use the computing capabilities of the associated
language (matrix initialization and manipulations, plus
large data manipulation). The Real Time Workshop
(RTW) plug-in can then be used to generate the C
language source code from the Simulink model.
There are a few important remarks concerning this first
strategy. The above mentioned plug-in RTW is licensed
under a commercial license therefore some limits may
apply on its usage. In what concern the classes of
microcontrollers for which C code can be automatically
generated, the number of C compilers that are supported,
how large is the integration of legacy code, what limits
are concerning the model size, to what extent we have a
compatibility of the model and the generated code, and
many more.
A second possible strategy involves first the design and
then writing down the equivalent C source code for the
predictive algorithm. We have opted for this second
strategy after carefully considering the above points. The
first reason was portability of source code written for
different microcontroller/microprocessor architectures.
We wanted to have a predictive algorithm C-based
implementation that could be as easily portable as
possible between different hardware architectures.
Second reason was the usage preference of the authors
for a free compiler such as GNU C compiler (GCC).
Having said all these, we have continued to use the data
sets generated by MATLAB/Simulink for testing the
source code that we will present further on.
In our implementation we have designed and developed a
mini library of C functions for common matrix
manipulations
such
as:
addition,
subtraction,
multiplication, computing the inverse or the transpose of
a matrix. Furthermore, additional functions were written
for initializing a matrix, copying a matrix, raising to a
power, multiplication with a scalar or a vector.
Getting into the implementation of the predictive
algorithm, we have to discuss a few aspects. In
conformity with the mathematical model, we started with
the calculation of the time-independent coefficients: H as one can see in relation (3),  R ,  F as in relation (4),
A , B , C , A , B , C
defined in the above section,
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according to relation (5), M and N as in relation

(6).

#define EYE(sz, m) memset(m, 0, sizeof(m)); \
for (i = 0; i < sz; i++) \
m[i][i] = 1;
#define TRIL(sz, m) memset(m, 0, sizeof(m)); \
for (i = 0; i < sz; i++) \
for (j = 0; j <= i; j++) \
m[i][j] = 1;
#define ZERO(m) memset(m, 0 , sizeof(m));
#define INITM(sz, m1) memset(m1, 0, sizeof(m1)); \

for (i = 0; i < sz; i++) { \
for (j = 0; j <= i; j++) {\
m1[i][j] = -1; \
m1[i+sz][j] = 1; \
}\
}
#define MAX(a, b) (a > b ? (a) : (b))
double results[m], double DeltaU[Nc*m][1];
static double F[Np*p][x+p], Phi_F[Nc*m][x+p],
Phi_R[Nc*m][p], M[2*Nc*m+outcons*2*Np*p][Nc*m];
static double HInv[Nc*m][Nc*m],mHInv[Nc*m][Nc*m];
static double
mHInvMT[Nc*m][2*Nc*m+outcons*2*Np*p];
static double P[2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p][2*Nc*m +
outcons* 2*Np*p];
double predc(double uLast[m], double r1[p], double
y[p], double dx[x])
{….
double A_tilda[x+p][x+p], B_tilda[x+p][m],
C_tilda[p][p+x], double C_tildaA_tildaP[p][x+p];
double Phi[np*p][nc*m], C_tildaA_tildaPB_tilda[p][m,
A_tildaP[x+p][x+p], PhiT[nc*m][np*p],
PhiTQ[nc*m][np*p], Phi_Phi[nc*m][nc*m]; dxy[n+p],
N[2*Nc*m+outcons*2*Np*p], f[Nc*m][1],
N[2*Nc*m+outcons*2*Np*p], Fdxy[Np*p][1],
eta[Nc*m][1], d[2*Nc*m+outcons*2*Np*p],
lambda[2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*m][1];
double lambda_p[2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p][1],
lambda_m_lambda_p[2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p][1],
lambda_m_lambda_pT[1][2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p],
lambdaProd[1][1], a1, w;
int i, j, kk, km;

}
}
//Obtaining the matrix H
transpose(Np*p, Nc*m, Phi, PhiT);
multiply(Nc*m, Np*p, Np*p, Np*p, PhiT, Q, PhiTQ);
multiply(Nc*m, Np*p, Np*p, Nc*m, PhiTQ, Phi,
Phi_Phi);
multiply(Nc*m, Np*p, Np*p, x+p, PhiTQ, F, Phi_F);
for (i = 0; i < Nc*m; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < p; j++) {
Phi_R[i][j] = Phi_F[i][x + j];
}
}
EYE(Nc*m, eyeNcIn);
scalarMultiply(1, Nc*m, Nc*m, eyeNcIn, eyeNcInDiv);
add(Nc*m, Nc*m, Phi_Phi, eyeNcInDiv, H);
//Obtaining the matrix M
M13(Nc*m, M13);
if (outcons) {
for (i = 0; i < Np * p; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < Nc * m; j++) {
M[2 * Nc * m + i][j] = -Phi[i][j];
M[2 * Nc * m + Np * p + i][j] = Phi[i][j];}}}
//Obtaining the matrix P
inverse(Nc*m, H, HInv);
scalarMultiply(-1, Nc*m, Nc*m, HInv, mHInv);
transpose(2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p, Nc*m, M, MT);
multiply(Nc*m, Nc*m, Nc*m, 2*Nc*m +
outcons*2*Np*p,HInv, MT, HInvMT);
multiply(2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p, Nc*m, Nc*m,
2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p, M, HInvMT, P);

//Obtaining the vector F
copy(p, p+x, C_tilda, p, p+x, C_tildaA_tildaP, 0, 0);
for (i = 0; i < Np; i++) {
multiply(p, p+x, p+x, p+x, C_tildaA_tildaP, A_tilda,
C_tildaA_tildaP);
copy(p, p+x, C_tildaA_tildaP, Np*p, x+p, F, i * p, 0);
copy(p, p+x, C_tildaA_tildaP, p, p+x, C_tildaA_tildaP,
0, 0); }

//Obtaining the vector f
memcpy(dxy, dx, x * sizeof(double));
memcpy(dxy+x, y, p * sizeof(double));
multiplyMatVec(Nc*m, x+p, x+p, Phi_F, dxy,
Phi_Fdxy);
multiplyMatVec(Nc*m, p, p, Phi_R, r1, Phi_Rr1);
sub(Nc*m, 1, Phi_Fdxy, Phi_Rr1, f);
multiplyMatVec(Np*p, x+p, x+p, f, dxy, Fdxy);

//Obtaining the matrix 
ZERO(Phi);
for (i = 0; i < Np; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < Nc; j++) {
if (i < j) {
break;
} else if (i == j) {
multiply(p, p+x, p+x, m, C_tilda, B_tilda,
C_tildaA_tildaPB_tilda); }
else {
matPower(x+p, A_tilda, i-j, A_tildaP);
multiply(p, p+x, p+x, p+x, C_tilda, A_tildaP,
C_tildaA_tildaP);
multiply(p, p+x, p+x, m, C_tildaA_tildaP, B_tilda,
C_tildaA_tildaPB_tilda); }
copy(p, m, C_tildaA_tildaPB_tilda, Np*p, Nc*m, Phi, i *
p, j * m);}
copy(p, m, C_tildaA_tildaPB_tilda, Np*p, Nc*m, Phi, i *
p, j * m);

//Obtaining the vector N
for (j = 0; j < m; j++)
{
for (i = 0; i < Nc; i++)
{
N[i + j*Nc] = -umin[j] + uLast[j];
N[i + j*Nc + m*Nc] = umax[j] - uLast[j]; }
}

if (outcons) {
for (j = 0; j < p; j++)
{
for (i = 0; i < Np; i++)
{
N[2*i + j + 2*Nc*m] = -ymin[j] + Fdxy[i*p+j][0];
N[2*i + j + (2*Nc*m+p*Np)] = ymax[j] Fdxy[i*p+j][0];}
}}

//Implementation of the Hildreth’s algorithm
multiply(Nc*m, Nc*m, Nc*m, 1, mHInv, f, eta);
kk = 0;
for (i = 0; i < 2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p; i++) {
sum = 0;
for (j=0; j < Nc*m; j++) {
sum += M[i][j] * eta1[j][0];
}
if (sum > N[i]) {
kk = 1;
break;
}
}
if (kk == 0) {
for(i=0;i<m;i++)
{
results[i]=eta1[i][0];
}}
multiply(Nc*m, Nc*m, Nc*m, 1,HInv, f1, HInvf);
multiply(2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p, Nc*m, Nc*m, 1,
M, HInvf, d);
for (i = 0; i < 2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p; i++) {
d[i][0] += N[i];
}
ZERO(lambda);
for (km = 0; km < 100; km ++) {
copy(2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p, 1, lambda, 2*Nc*m +
outcons*2*Np*p, 1, lambda_p, 0, 0);
for (i = 0; i < 2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p; i++) {
w = -P[i][i] * lambda[i][0] + d[i][0];
for (j = 0; j < 2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p ; j++)
{
w += P[i][j] * lambda[j][0];
}
lambda[i][0] = MAX(0, -w / P[i][i]);
}
sub(2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p, 1, lambda, lambda_p,
lambda_m_lambda_p);
transpose(2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p, 1,
lambda_m_lambda_p, lambda_m_lambda_pT);
multiply(1, 2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p, 2*Nc*m +
outcons*2*Np*p, 1, lambda_m_lambda_pT,
lambda_m_lambda_p, lambdaProd);
a1 = lambdaProd[0][0];
if (a1 < 10e-8) {
break;
}}
multiply(Nc*m, 2*Nc*m + outcons*2*Np*p, 2*Nc*m +
outocns*2*Np*p, 1, mHInvMT, lambda,
mHInvMTlambda);
add(Nc*m, 1, eta1, mHInvMTlambda, DeltaU);
for (i=0; i<m;i++)
{
results[i] = DeltaU[i][0];
}
return 0;

The parameters list of the predc function includes:
u  k  1 , y  k  , r  k  , and x  k  .

This function is called iteratively in the main() function.
It involves calculating the value of several parameters
that change at every step based on state, input and output
variables updates.
For defining constraints on the output variables the
parameter outcons is used. The algorithm considers
implicit constraints on the command variable. The
complexity of the considered problem is influenced by
two elements. First, it is the size of the two horizons:
prediction and control, and second, by the number of
system variables involved plus the number and type of
constraints (hard or soft).
The final section of the function describes the
implementation of the Hildreth’s algorithm. In fact, the
relations (7), (8), and (9) are translated in C level code.
Also, the predictive control algorithm applying the
principle of receding horizon strategy, such that only first
m elements of U are taken into account to form
incremental optimal control. The rest of the elements are
discarded, and at the next sampling instant a new control
sequence is computed.
RESULTS

The considered bioprocess is a photoautotrophic growth
of the green alga C. reinhardtii in a photobioreactor
under specifying lighting conditions (see G.A. Ifrim et al
2013).
Also, for predictive algorithm the following input data
are used (F. Stinga and E. Petre, 2016):
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n  5,
m  2, p  2
,
T  0.3 h.
,
Q  100  I N p  N p 1  I N p  N p  ,
H  1  I mNcmNc ,


umin  0, 0 , umax  0.1, 0.03 ,
ymin  0, 0,
ymax  0.7, 0.06 .

The hardware platforms used for the implementation and
testing of the described algorithm can be summarized as
follows:
- PC platform: 2.4 GHz Intel i5 microprocessor and 4
GB of RAM memory, and two different microcontrollerbased configurations:
- Atmel ARM Cortex M4 SAM4S16C: a 32-bit MCU,
120 MHz, 2KB of cache, 128 KB of embedded SRAM, 1
MB embedded flash memory, single-precision FPU;

- Atmel
ARM
Cortex
M7
ATSAME70XPLD Evaluation Board: a 32-bit MCU, 300 MHz,
single- and double-precision FPU.
The software configurations include the following
packages:
- 32-bit Windows 7 operating system
- MATLAB/SIMULINK 7.9.0
- Code::Blocks IDE 16.01
- GCC compiler v6.2
- AVR Atmel Studio IDE v6.2
Running the algorithm on different configurations
hardware/software led to the following results. First, the
simulation data obtained in MATLAB/Simulink was
used as reference for all tests. The considered process
outputs obtained after running the implemented
algorithm on the Atmel ARM Cortex M7 ATSAME70XPLD Evaluation Board and MATLAB/Simulink
( N p  N c  5 ) are presented in Figures 1 and 2.
The two figures present the evolution of the biomass
concentration X and of the molar fraction of CO2 ,
respectively, in two possible scenarios: with constraints
on input variables (the blue line) and with constraints
both on input and output variables (the red line).

specifics of target hardware platforms and also the
software libraries available for the microcontrollers.

Figure 1: The time evolution of the first considered output of the system

Remark 2: Also, for the considered inputs of the system
(the dilution rate and the feeding flow rate of CO2 ), data
set obtained for MATLAB environment and those
generated by the microcontrollers, using predc function,
coincide.

The tests yielded different execution times that are
available in Table 1. The results are calculated by
averaging the values returned by the real-time systems.
Obviously, the results obtained are influenced by the
benchmark system. Large horizons of prediction and
control, and also hard constrains both on command and
output may lead to ever-increasing execution times.
These include the use of hardware-specific dedicated
digital signal processing software libraries or improving
the code for matrix manipulation. Another approach
would be to take advantage of the compiler’s levels of
code optimization. Yet another approach would be to
handle optimally the memory usage based on the
specifics of the hardware platform used.
In these scenarios the data memory usage vary from
50.2% to 72.4%, instead the program memory usage is
8.2%. Certainly, the higher value from the data mamory
usage is generated by the considered prediction and
control horizons, and, also by the number of imposed
constrained.

Figure 1: The time evolution of the second considered output of the
system
TABLE I.
#

Implementation
platform

1

THE EXECUTION TIMES

Np

Nc

5

5

Atmel ARM
Cortex M4
2

8

5

CONCLUSIONS

The paper presented an implementation of a C-based
optimal control algorithm. The code was tested on two
real
time-platforms
with
different
technical
specifications. The obtained results are provided in order
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
implementation. We intend to continue working on
optimizing the C implementation taking into account the

3

5

5

Atmel ARM
Cortex M7
4

Constraints

Measured
time (sec.)

Only input

15  103

Both input
and output

57.3  103

Only input

38.2  103

Both input
and output

133  103

Only input

2.13  103

Both input
and output
Only input

8

5

Both input
and output

2.23  103
2.25  103

5.27  103
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